Afghanistan Needs Russia's Military-Technical Assistance

According to the Russian parliament's fully supported Russian actions in Syria. They also voiced concern over the intensification of terrorist activities in the Middle East. "Our Afghan counterparts," said President Putin.

Russia is planning to send a military mission to Afghanistan. The move comes as the US prepares to withdraw its forces from the country. The Russian military has been increasing its presence in the region in recent years, and the move is seen as a response to US withdrawal.

In a statement released by the Russian Foreign Ministry, the country said it would increase its military presence in Afghanistan to support the Afghan government's efforts to fight terrorism. The statement also said that the Russian military would provide training and equipment to Afghan forces.

"The Russian military will continue to support the Afghan government's efforts to fight terrorism," the statement said. "We believe that the Afghan government has made significant progress in recent years and we are confident that they will continue to make progress in the future."
We Need A Teacher More Than Ever!

By Muhammad Rasool Shah

On the occasion of this teacher’s day, I badly felt the need of a teacher for myself and for almost everyone around me. Of the many attributes of a teacher, the most important for me is of a facilitator. In my student life as well, I experienced many teachers. One teacher once introduced someone to advise me, to help me in a difficult situation and lead me. Being students, we have always admired and remembered the kindliness of a teacher who was wise and who believed in our potentials. It has rightly been said that, ‘a person’s problems might never be a problem of that person because he does not know it’. I think many of us have passed from the era of being a student and become ‘professionals’. We are now adult and have little patience to think of the hardships that we at times feel the need of a person who should facilitate us. This need is met by every teacher.

As a nation, we are passing through the most difficult time. We are depressed, we are angry, and we are at times, feel pessimistic about our future and the past. In such occasions, we need a teacher, both individually and as a whole nation. It is, however, a sad fact that we mostly facilitate us by his or her wise words. The wisdom in us; we mostly have a potential to do that, and we should use that potential, our human dignity but because of his sheer honesty. He realizes his duties being a teacher and wants to do something useful.

Then he realizes that his duties and responsibilities cross the limits of more teaching and attending classes and becomes a person who understands his students on different occasions. His honesty brings a kind of hidden and invisible comfort to his students.

Although more and more students of different regions may have different looking impressions but it is not the case in case of an honest teacher. When has a student left entering the town for the first time and it is a new city for him, then the words to show a right direction, to make a student look at the bright side of a picture and make him relax and forget the sorrows. Unnecessary struggles and more complex issues, which he may not have thought of a person and a teacher teaches how to get out and lead him to his destination.

Although we may not be able to stop anything from happening but at least, we can help to reduce that stress of a teacher.

Understanding is very necessary, especially in this time when contextual competition and commercialization has deprived us of all the comfort. I am talking about those comfortable words that we need to say in moments of need.

In the past few months, large numbers of people are facing the country facing the country due to various losses. Millions of people have been deprived of their lives and the mood of traditions and practices even though they may be observable to everyone.

Someone had said that whenever he considers the problems of others as his, they become angry and consider him their enemy. Same the case in our present condition. We have different classes of people which we should not be as if they are enemies of each other. We are facing difficult times of our lives. The mood of traditions and practices even though they may be observable to everyone.

We have only a single ideal to pursue and that is ‘past’. Unfortunatly, our past has never been glorious and our people never felt the same portion of the past that was glorious. It is difficult to understand that people do not live their own lives instead of living the lives of their forefathers. If they really want, they can make themselves and to the world they need to start living their own lives. The time has come.

We lack a serious consideration to our present and to the life, we would never be able to have a sincere relation with knowledge and even with our beliefs. Though we seem to have inhabited the cities, we have deserted our culture and our spirits. We seem alike in our own world. We need to wake up; we need to understand what our future holds for us. There is no need to have any regrets of the deserving positions. We must realize that we are not using our human attributes to the full capacities and we are not fulfilling the responsibility of being true human beings.

By Richard N. Haass
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[1] Afghanistan  
According to the UN, the Afghan government has insisted that the US military should not be present in Afghanistan, as it has not been invited. The Afghan government has stated that the US is currently present in Afghanistan, and has not been invited.

[2] China  
China’s official position is that it is committed to maintaining peace and stability in the region and to promoting dialogue and negotiation to resolve conflicts. China is also actively involved in regional and international efforts to prevent the spread of terrorism. China has consistently supported the establishment of the Afghan government and has provided diplomatic and economic assistance to help stabilize the country.

[3] Pakistan  
Pakistan’s official position is that it supports the stabilization and development of Afghanistan and is working to promote peace and stability in the region. Pakistan has been actively involved in the process of developing political solutions to the conflict in Afghanistan, and has provided economic and diplomatic support to the Afghan government.

The U.S. official position is that it is committed to supporting the Afghan government and promoting stability and security in the region. The U.S. has provided significant economic and military aid to support the Afghan security forces and has been involved in diplomatic efforts to promote peace and stability in the region.
NATO Calling on Russia to De-Conflict its Military Activities in Syria

BRUSSELS - NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said "Russia's deployment of military assets in Syria is of great concern" as he prepared to travel to Moscow for another round of talks with President Putin on Thursday.

Defense ministers of NATO countries will address the situation in Syria, Ukraine, and Afghanistan, the reinforcement of (coalition) command structures and the growing challenge of cyber attacks to the alliance's defenses during an informal meeting of the North Atlantic Council on Thursday.

Stoltenberg said that Russia has built up a substantial military presence in Syria, including ground troops, in Syria over the last weeks. NATO has expressed "concern that "Russian cockpit Turkish aircraft" calls expressed by a NATO chief indicated that Turkey's military activities in Syria are "of great concern." The UK Minister of State for Security, James Brokenshire, said "Turkey's political parties will gear up for snap elections."

Turkey's political parties will gear up for snap elections

ANKARA - Less than a month before the June 7 electronic election, Turkey's political parties are vying to attract voters and build upon previous electoral success. This year's election is critical, with the ruling AKP in a minority position. A new election could result in the formation of a new government. The AKP, led by Recep Tayyip Erdogan, is the main opposition party. Erdogan's position has become more secure since the AKP won the last election in 2011, but the party's popularity has declined in recent months.

Turkey has a long history of snap elections, with the last one held in 2007. Erdogan's government has been criticized for its handling of the economy and its engagement in Syria. The AKP's popularity has declined in recent months, and the party's position is uncertain. Erdogan's government has been criticized for its handling of the economy and its engagement in Syria. The AKP's popularity has declined in recent months, and the party's position is uncertain.

UNICEF Launches Education Campaign in Kenya

Nairobi - The UN children's fund (UNICEF), a global organization for the welfare of children, has launched a project to accelerate access to education in Nairobi. The project aims to improve education in the city's slums, with a focus on the most vulnerable children. UNICEF has a long history of working in Kenya, and is committed to improving education in the country.

At least 588 lives lost in terror attacks since January

ISLAMABAD - At least 588 Pakistanis lost their lives in terror attacks since January, according to a new report. The report, which was released on Thursday, also noted that 1,600 people were injured in the attacks, making it the worst in the country's history.

Rocket Attacks Target Govt. Headquarters in Yemen's Aden

ADEN - Several rockets hit the government headquarters in the south of Yemen on Wednesday, according to reports. The attack was the latest in a series of rocket attacks that have been hitting the city in recent weeks. The government has been under attack by separatist forces for months.

NATO calls on Russia to de-conflict: It's military activities in Syria

In response to a question from media, Stoltenberg said "The latest calls appear as an echo and an echo of calls made during the week."

The Russian Defence Ministry confirmed that the situation in Turkish air space continues to be tense. Ministry spokesman Major General Igor Konashenkov said "The incident was a consequence of weather conditions in the region. The incident was a consequence of weather conditions in the region."
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NATO leaders called on Russia to de-conflict its military activities in Syria. They called for a de-escalation of the crisis in Syria, where Russian military intervention has been ongoing since 2015. The leaders also called for a peaceful resolution to the conflict in Syria, where more than 300,000 people have been killed since the civil war began in 2011.
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Teachers Cry Foul on World Teacher’s Day

KARL - International Teacher’s Day was celebrated in Kabul on Monday at a time when most teachers are subjected to financial hardships and poor living conditions, they said. According to them, this is because of the government’s lack of attention paid to them.

Education Minister, Anasulah Hanif Hikmati, while praising talented teachers, vowed to address their situation.

“Aimproving teachers’ lives has been the top priority in our program, and I will not leave any stone unturned to improve their lives all over the country,” he promised.

Last year, President Ashraf Ghani directed the concerned authorities to distribute land to all teachers around the country but this has... (More on P 7)

Mullah Mansour Running Businesses under Fake Names and Owns a House in Dubai

KARL - Mullah Mansour, the leader of the Taliban, is running businesses under fake names and owns a house in Dubai, according to sources.

The news agency also cited intelligence officials as saying that Mullah Mansour is usually by any standards, partly because of his ties to Bhagnet narcotics traffickers.

One Afghan intelligence official has said that some of the wealth of Mullah Man- sour has been financed by Po-/khistan officials.

One such time came this year when Pakistan was seeking to break a dam of Taliban influence through the Taliban leadership and the Afghan government and wanted Mullah Mansour to go along with it, the official said.

According to the NVT, some of the time, he lives in a southern... (More on P 13)
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Gen. Campbell

Afghan Forces Not Ready to Take on Fight Themselves

KARL - John Campbell, the com- mander in chief of the U.S.-led mili- tary coalition in Afghanistan, told a Senate panel on Tuesday that Afghan forces aren’t yet ready to fight for themselves.

The commander, who is testifying days after U.S. air strikes hit a Doc- tor without Borders hospital in Kun- dus, also confirmed that he is prov- iding options to President Obama that could keep U.S. troops in Afghan- ian longer than 2016, when they are now scheduled to leave.

The hospital strike killed 12 staff members with the charitable group.

As well as 30 patients, and Doctors without Borders labeled it a war crime. The U.S. said the strike was called in by Afghans themselves, without- ing concern about their readiness.

“Afghan security leaders need to show better how they learn to hold and when to assume risk,” said President Obama in an address to the House of Represent- atives.

Bush told the Senate Armed Services Committee. He said Presi- dent Obama is aware of the “sur- prise situation.”

Campbell has reportedly asked for drone strikes, including reducing the U.S. troops in Afghan- ian to... (More on P 17)

Airstrikes Taking a Toll on Taliban

KUNDUS CITY - Airstrikes carried out by the Afghan Air Force are starting to take a toll on insurgent numer- ous but this is pushing the Taliban into yelling. (ToloNews)

ToloNews reporter Wali, Adam says security forces say the Taliban is scared of such aerial attacks. How- ever, insurgents are fighting not to lose their bases to be able to escape each assault. One area in particular is Wardak that was hit, and they are also fighting in Kundus province where insurgents are backed in up civilian homes. (ToloNews)

Taliban Kills 16 Members of one Kunduz Family

KUNDUS CITY - Kunduz residents have spoken out about their terrify- ing ordeal at the hands of the Taliban last week, with one resident tell- ing how he lost his last family member to insurgents in just one incident. Abdul Qaiyem said 16 members of his family were killed in a rocket attack.

The clearly emotional man said 10 members of his family were killed in a rocket attack. "Ten Taliban confirmed 40 members of my land and burned our home down. We left and went to another house but again the Taliban... (More on P 8)